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Abstract

Development of software for embedded real-time systems poses
severalchallenges. Hard and soft constraints on timing, and usually
considerableresource limitations, put important constraints on the
development. Thetraditional way of coping with these issues is to produce a
fully static design,i.e. one that is fully fixed already during design time.Current
trends in the area of embedded systems, including the emergingopenness in
these types of systems, are providing new challenges for theirdesigners – e.g.
integration of new software during runtime, software upgradeor run-time
adaptation of application behavior to facilitate better performancecombined
with more ecient resource usage. One way to reach these goals is tobuild self-
configurable systems, i.e. systems that can resolve such issues withouthuman
intervention. Such mechanisms may be used to promote increasedsystem
openness.This thesis covers some of the challenges involved in that
development.An overview of the current situation is given, with a extensive
review ofdi erent concepts that are applicable to the problem, including
adaptivitymechanisms (incluing QoS and load balancing), middleware and
relevantdesign approaches (component-based, model-based and architectural
design).A middleware is a software layer that can be used in distributed
systems,with the purpose of abstracting away distribution, and possibly
other aspects,for the application developers. The DySCAS project had as
a major goaldevelopment of middleware for self-configurable systems in
the automotivesector. Such development is complicated by the special
requirements thatapply to these platforms.Work on the implementation
of an adaptive middleware, DyLite, providingself-configurability to small-
scale microcontrollers, is described andcovered in detail. DyLite is a partial
implementation of the concepts developedin DySCAS.Another area given
significant focus is formal modeling of QoS andresource management.
Currently, applications in these types of systems arenot given a fully formal
definition, at least not one also covering real-timeaspects. Using formal
modeling would extend the possibilities for verificationof not only system
functionality, but also of resource usage, timing and otherextra-functional
requirements. This thesis includes a proposal of a formalismto be used for
these purposes.Several challenges in providing methodology and tools that
are usablein a production development still remain. Several key issues in this
areaare described, e.g. version/configuration management, access control,
andintegration between di erent tools, together with proposals for future
workin the other areas covered by the thesis.
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